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Address MedGlass Industry 
Km 3, Zone Industrielle de Ain Atiq 
Temara - Morocco

Country Morocco

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Medglass Industry is a moroccan company specialized in the technical transformation of glass.

Born thanks to a strategic reflection on the market needs of the building and civil engineering works and industry, Medglass Industry was created to
equip the markets with innovating glass products presenting a very competing added-value.

Putting the satisfaction of the customer and the quality system at the center of its strategic vision, the company takes care to answer all the
requirements of its customers while bringing technological solutions in perfect agreement with the needs of the contemporary architecture and modern
industry.

From glazing with soundproofing to screen printed glazing through tempered glazing, curved and laminated, Medglass Industry develops glass
products at the cutting edge of technology thanks to its production line with high-performance machines and highly qualified staff.

GLASS

Glass, in common language, is used to describe a hard, fragile (breakable) and transparent material, often derived from silicious sand.

After transformation, we obtain different type of glass with different use:

Flat glass
Laminated glass
Tempered glass
Safety glass
Insulating glass
Curved glass
Self cleaning glass
Screen printed glass

Company Profile of MedGlass Industry

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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